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Abstract Research in the Optics and Fluid Dynamics Department is performed
within the following two programme areas: optics and continuum physics. In optics
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Introduction

The department performs bask and applied research within continuum physics
and optics. The scope is both understanding of physkal phenomena and development of materials and systems for specific applications. The activities arc often
pet tot med in collaboration with other research groups and industry. The training
of students at a graduate level is an integral part of the activities and so is the
dissemination of the results to rcseardi and industry. The results arc impottaat
for the understanding of the dynamics of fluids including fusion plasmas, as weO
as for the understanding of optkal diagnostic systems and new optkal materials.
Several of the results are exploited by industry.
The motivation for the combination of optics,fluiddynamics, and plasma physics
is that most of the activities he within what can be called continuum physics. Several of the bask tbeoretkal toob are similar. In addition to this fact most of the
optical work on diagnostics/measurement science is concentrated on fluid applications.
The work described in this report falls within the following categories:
- Continuum phusics is concentrated on bask physical phenomena with relevance to fusion in plasmas as well as to other fluid dynamk systems. Coherent
structures, turbulent transport, and general nonlinear phenomena are investigated. Both theoretkal, numerical, and experimental work is performed.
A significant effort is devoted to the development of efficient reliable spectral models investigated on computers. Experimental work is performed in
turbulent plasmas and in shallow rotating water flows.
- Pellet injection systems have been developed and are now delivered to other
fusion research laboratories. Work is abo performed on the pellet plasma
interaction.
- Optical materials and light propagation are concentrated on nonlinear phenomena, storage materials, and propagation in random media.
- Diagnostic methods for probing the state of both fluid mechanical systems
and systems based on solids are investigated.
- Optical and electronic information processing incorporates work on two-dimensional optical transforms applied to pattern recognition. Schemes for pattern
recognition for inspection and control are being developed.
Of major results in 1993 can be mentioned:
- A novel image processing scheme for processing of flexible objects (food)
was developed and is being implemented in connection with an EU-BRITE
project. A very fast neural network processing board was developed for the
application.
- A novel nonlinear opto-electronic method for texture recognition was developed.
- The generation of spatial and temporal subharmonics in photorefractive crystals was verified and modelled.
- Phenomena related to speckle statistics with applications to dynamic measurements within a very broad range of the electromagnetic spectrum were
discovered.
- A pellet injector for plasma fusion research was delivered to ENEA, Italy.
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Three companies associated with the depart meat were established ia the Center for Advanced Technology.
The experimental plasma investigations on the turbulence and transport in
the Q-machine for plasma physics research were completed and the Q-machine
was dismantled.

2

Optics

2.1

Introduction

Three major themes form the basis fer the work ia the Optics Section, each of
which b nourished by the outcome of the others. In this way the diversity of the
work field provides relations, bringing about new tools to related areas.
- Optical materials
The work in this held serves as a common basis from which knowledge about
new relevant materials emanates. Many interesting applications in optical
processing await the arrival of optical films with dedicated properties. Industrial use of parallel processing, as it is inherent in optical processing, calls
for last, nonlinear response in commercially available optical elements. The
study of such materials is conducted with a large effort in the section and
the progress is scrutinised for future use in optical processing and in future
optical sensor systems.
- Diagnostics
The work in this field comprises industrial sensor development as well as
theoretical work on optimising general optical measuring systems. With the
arrival of low-cost optical sources and array detectors, new optical systems
become of relevance to a broader range of the industrial market. Combined
with holographic optical elements, these building blocks open new areas in
mechanical measurements as well as for medical applications.
- Information processing
Information processing is pursued along two different directions. Electronic
processing of images is carried out by setting up a neural network algorithm
that has now been optimised by designing a PC-card dedicated to this task.
Several projects will benefit from the rate at which pattern recognition and
quality control can be conducted. A combination of electronic and optical
processing has been implemented. The inherent speed of the optical part of the
system is employed in a closed optical loop, whereas the computational power
of the electronic processor is devoted to updating electronically addressable
optical filters.

2.2

Optical Materials

2.2.1 Optical Storage Properties of Side Chain Liquid Crystalline Polyester*
(P.S. Ramanujam, S. Hvilsted (Solid State Physics Department), and F. Andruzzi
(CNR, University of Pisa, Italy))
Several side chain liquid crystalline (SCLC) polymer systems containing pendant
azo dyes exhibit permanent local polymer main chain conformational reorganisation in response to light due to trans-cis isomerisation resulting in local changes
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in the refractive index. This system presents a lexible architecture with several
adjustable design parameters, such as the length of methylene sequence in the
polyester main chain, the length of the flexible methylene spacers in the side chain,
and the molar mass of the polyester. Each parameter has been demonstrated to
affect the behaviour of the thin polyester films under irradiation by light from
an argon ion laser. We have investigated the implications due to a change in the
length of theflexiblespacer and that of the acidic constituent of the main chain for
optical storage through measurements of the optical anisotropy- The side chains
distasted here contain 6,8. and 10 methylene spacers and the main chain contains
3 to 14 methylene groups.
The films have been produced by dissolving 2 mg of the polyester in 200 microiitres of chloroform and gravity settling on a glass substrate. The films are not
picoriented. The time dependent measurements of the optically induced antsotropy
were petfinmed with the polyester films between crossed linear pobrisers. A HeNe
laser was used to measure the transmission through the films. A polarised argon
ion laser beam at 488 am with its polarisation at 45 degrees to the linear polariser
orientation was used to induce the optical anisotropy in the film. It is shown that
the transmission through the films depends ou the laser intensity, and that the
polyesters with shorter flexible spacers respond more readily to low irradiation
intensities albeit with longer time constants. The time constants are typically between 10 and 100 s. The maximum transmission for these films lies between 60%
and 85% of the incident red light for irradiation times larger than 200 s. Polyesters
with short flexible spacers display only a small decay of the transmitted light after the argon laser has been switched off. We have found that in certain cases,
especially when the main chain contains 4 to 8 methylene spacers, the red laser is
capable of orienting the molecules even after switching off the writing laser. The
red laser aligns the azobenzene moieties parallel to its polarisation. These results
have been confirmed through polarised Fourier transform infrared spectroscopic
measurements. This points to hitherto unreported photophysks induced by red
light in azobenzene moieties.

2-2.2 Oacteriorltodopsin - a Holographic Recording Material Derived
from Bacteria
(L.R. Lindvold, H. Imam, and PS- Ramanujam)
Throughout the past 20 years a vast amount of effort has been devoted to holographic memories to demonstrate the scalability, compactness, and integratibility
of parallel optical technologies. One of the objectives necessary in order to meet
this aim is to implement a reconfigurable holographic memory. This is the topic
of a current research project, POPAM, supported by the European Union under
the Basic Research Programme. The material that has been chosen to function as
erasable storage material is bacteriorhodopsin.
Bacteriorhodopsin is a naturally occurring photochromic protein present in the
so-called purple membrane that partly constitutes the cell membrane in certain
halophilic bacteria. The photochromic cycle of the purple membrane is quite
unique; the ground state has a broad absorption band with a peak centred at
570 nm (light adapted bacteriorhodopsin), and a metastable state centred at 413
nm wi'Ii a thermal relaxation time of 10 ms. The metastable state offers two potential advantages. First, it can be stimulated by either electrical fields or photons
to decay into the ground state in 200 ns. Secondly, the thermal relaxation time
of this state can be extended by 5 orders of a magnitude by suitable chemical
treatment of the purple membrane, without compromising the stimulated decay
of 200 ns.
Risø-R-715(EN)
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TVworkhassofar jeeaaimedatcstaokstuagthesttnkieathaadl^
as well as film fabrieatioa techniques for this material. Atthoagh the diffraction
efltcitacy. 0.5%. is modest compared with other real-time holographic recording
materials, it exhibits high sensitivity (10 mW/cm 1 • 4S4 am) with a respoase
time of a few ms. Furthermore, the material caa be recycled more than 100 times
without fatigue. Experiments carried out so far have shown a tat spatial frcoaency
respoase up to 2500 Imcs/nun. Through chemical modiaxatioas of Uwfiav farming
matrix, gelatin, the lifetime of the M-state has beea extcaded from 10 ms to 5
The bactcriorhodopsm films have also proved to pontess highly aoabaear properties. Both formation of dark sobloas aad photoiadaced aaisotropy have beea
demonstrated with a HeKe laser (= 632-8 am) at few auUiwatts of power.
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FifMix 1. Spectroscopic recording of tke thtrmml deemp frmm åt- t» B-sUU. The
kmcttriorkodopst* was immohUised in m §eUtin film witk m thickness of 75 microns mnd • pH = 9. Tke kR film urns pkotoexcUed »y flooding tke stmplt in tke
spectrophotometer mtk m spoltipkt for 1 mm. just kefore sUrtin§ tkt time-lmpsei
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2.2.3

Photorefractive Subharmonics

(H.C. Pedersen and P.M. Johansen)
The generation of subharmonics in photorefractive media is a new and interesting phenomenon. New basic knowledge about photorefractive effects emerges.
In dealing with photorefractive interaction it is common to assume that the induced space-charge electric field grating reflects the period of the optical intensity
distribution incident to the crystal. Recently, however, it was shown that under
certain experimental conditions spatial subharmonics of the fundamental spatial
frequency, i.e. gratings with spatial period K/n, where n is an integer, may be
generated spontaneously in photorefractive media. In Fig. 1 the bask setup for
generating subharmonics is shown. The generation of such gratings relies on the
intrinsic non linearities of the equations governing the response of such materials
to the incident optical fields. Furthermore, it has been shown that the fundamen-
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tal space-charge field gratia« for certain regions of parameters Incomes unstable
against the sublunnoaic gratings. This effect can he seen from Figs, la and lh.
The purpose of the present project is to investigate the spontaneous generation of
subharmonk beams due to the inherent noaUaearity of the photorefractive effect
itself It can be shown that only by illuminating with a moving interference pattern or by applying an AC electric field can the sabharmonscs be observed. The
present project involves the bask study of such nonlinear processes inclnding the
stability conditions for the existence of sabharmonks. The work is carried oat in
connection with the Continuum Physics Section in the department.

Figmrt /«- Ofticol scrap før smokmrmomic ftntrmlton in pkolortfnctin mmltrtmb. Fifwrt H. Regions øf nutøøUHf of far fmmdmmtntol anting ogminst the K/t
smUkmrmomic.

2.2.4

Photorefractive Interference Filters

(C. Dam-Hansen, P.M. Johansen, and P.M. Petersen (The Technical University of
Denmark))
Photorefractive materials have been used for many diverse applkations among
whkh the interference filters are a prominent member. Such filters generated in
photorefractive crystals have very high wavelength selectivity as compared with
ordinary dielectric mirrors, and offer several external control parameters. The filters are written by two coherent laser beams incident to the photorefractive crystal
of LiNbOj. The two laser fields induce a periodic change, with periodicity A, in
the refractive index of the material. A third beam incident to the crystal face
experiences varying layers of high and low indices of refraction. The situation experienced by this beam is analogous to that experienced in a multilayer dielectric
mirror with alternating quarterwave layers of high and low indices of refraction. In
the present situation, however, the layer thickness is Lambda/2. If the thickness
is equal to a quarter of a wavelength for the laser field, the reflected wave from all

Ris0-ft-715(EN)
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layers will interfere constructively at the front surface of the crystal and a stronf
reflected signal from the filter b obtained. The theory for conventional interference filters is extended to include the generic type of photorefractive filters1). It
is shown that the reflectivity can be controlled externally by changing *•* *****
between the two laser fields writing the periodic index variation, and by changing the relative strength of these beams (changing the optical modulation) It is
shown that with such filters it is possible to obtain a reiectivity which approaches
unity and. furthermore, the filter characteristics can be adjusted in real time. In
the experiments performed here a dose fit with theory is measured and a field of
view of 6 mrad has been found which corresponds to a rafl-width-half-maxinwui
bandwidth of 0.05 Å. Furthermore, such filters provide a method fix probing the
existence of higher spatial harmonics in the induced refractive index**. This work
is a joint project between Risn and The Technical University of Denmark.
1) Dam-Hansen. C , Johansen, P.M., and Petersen, P.M. (1993). Dynamics of Photorefractive Interference Filters, submitted to JOSA B: Optical Physics, November
1993
2) Petersen, P.M. » d Johansen. P.M. (1993). Higher Spatial Harmonics in Nonlinear Photorefractive Interference Filters, presented at "The First International
Symposium on Lasers and Optoelectronics Technology and Applications", held in
Singapore, 11-14 November 1993.

-10

-5

0
Angle of incidence [mrad]

5

Fifwrt 1. Comparison of measured (fonts with error oars) and theoretical (solid
line) reflectance for a photorefractive filter written in a ! cm lon§ Htkimm niooate
crystal oersms the internal angle of incidence. The filter has a matimam reflectance
of 49% and a field-of-ticw of approximate!* f mrad.
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PW*oc«Cractive Iateractioas i« th* Piaseace of« Magnetic FieM

(P.M. Johaasea)
TW enstiagformalatioaof two-beam coapaag ia photorefractive media has hcea
exteaded toiaclad* the elects of aa external magaeticfieldvia the iatiodoctioa
of the Faraday elect which routes the state of polarisatioa of the iabdeat laser
fields proportmaal to the m»piilodi of the mifactir E*M compoaeat aloag the
directioaof propagatioa of thefields.The elect of the magaeticfieldoa the material refractive wdex is abo tahra iato accoaat. It is shoaa that the pccseac* of
sach a magaeticfieldcaases osrilatioaii ia the two-beam coajdJagstieagth of the
material eve« ia the case of maleri ab with ao optical activity. Farthenaore, it is
show« thai the directioa of the Faraday elect caa be coatrotttd »> coatraKaf the
directioa of the externally applied magaetic fitM aad, heace, ia very favourable
srtaatioas caacd the effect of optical activity aad thereby stieagthea the optical
roaphag betweca the two beam* mteractiag ia the photorefractive material. The
aamerkil resalts obtaiacd based oa the fcumaliUd theory agree weB with the
cxperimeaUl resalts reported lor dilated magaetic amweoadactors of CdMaTe
where osciBatiag two-beam cowpfaag was loaad. Moreover, the cacrgy coapbag is
fcaad to be stroagly depeadeat oa the polarisatioa of the pomp beam.
I) Johaasea, P.M. Two-Wave Mixiag with Exteraaly Applied Magaetic Field aad
Faraday Elect ia Photorefractive Media, to be pabhsbtd ia IEEE J. Qaaat. Electro«.
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2.2.6

Fundamental Laser Ablation of Simple Materials

(J. Schou, W. Svendsen, A. Nordskov, and O. Ellegaard (University of Odense))
Laser ablation of solids, i.e. erosion by an intense laser beam, has gradually become
one of the most important methods for depositing thin film and for investigating
the mass composition of complicated organic mixtures. In particular, epitaxial
films of high Tc-superconductors have been produced by UV-laser ablation deposition at many laboratories. Mass spectrometry of organic matrices doped with
small amounts of bioorganic materials can be carried out in a fast and convenient
manner by UV-laser irradiation.
However, the success of these methods does not mean that the basic processes
are known. In most of the cases the studies have been performed in an empirical
manner. In contrast to the main areas of physics, most of the materials investigated
so far are fairly complex, whereas the simple ones have been studied to a relatively
small extent.
The first step of an erosion of an insulator by laser ablation is the production
of defects. The defects are typically strong absorbing centres so that the photon
energy is efficiently converted to kinetic energy of the target molecules or heat.
Obviously, the production rate of the laser-induced defects plays an important
role for the ablation of insulators in the initial stage. In metals the photon energy
is directly absorbed by the free electr ns. In later stages an absorbing plume of
ejected material develops in front of the target for insulators as well as metals.
These partly unexplored phenomena have stimulated a programme in which
the basic processes of laser ablation from simple materials will be studied. The
setup is shown in Fig. 1. The laser beam from a pulsed Nd:YAG laser strikes
the target and produces a plume of material that leaves the target within a few
nanoseconds. The ablated material will be collected on microbalances so that the

vuvToroidal
mirror

monochromator

Quartz
window
UV laser
beam

target
biased
grid

Vacuum
chamber
crystal
microbalances

Figure 1. Schematic drawing of the setup for fundamental laser ablation.
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erosion and deposition yield can be determined as a function of intensity and
wavelength. Simultaneously with these measurements, the plume will be studied
optically with a VUV-monochromator, and the emission of positive ions from the
biased target will be estimated from the collected current.
Silver will be studied since there exist a few measurements of ablation from
thin silver films and massive targets. Furthermore, silver surfaces develop comparatively little contaminants in vacuum. Water ice will be studied as well since
this is one of the simplest oxides. Many of the electronic transitions are known for
the water molecule. Water ice has recently been utilised as a matrix for sequences
of DNA-dopants. With respect to the vacuum conditions, films of water ice are
relatively easy to produce in situ and can, therefore, be kept comparatively clean.

2.2.7 Applications of Intense UV-Laser Irradiation and Ablation of
Solids
(J. Schou, A. Nordskov, P.M. Johansen, P.S. Ramanujam, and L. Lindvold)
Laser irradiation of solids with intense U V-light leads to the production of defects
as well as direct erosion by ablation. The precise excitation by monoenergetic
photons can be utilised in many fields (Fig. 1). Even though the specific processes
for the defect production and the ablation are relatively unexplored for many
materials, the applications become increasingly important. The studies of fundamental laser ablation partly provide the basic programme necessary for successful
achievement of the applications.

INTENSE UV-LASER
IRRADIATION OF SOLIDS
LASER
ABLATION

USER-INDUCED
DEFECTS
Fundamental
laser ablation
processes

•z.
LU

<
D
Z
D

Laser-induced
mass spectrometry
Laser
ablation
deposition ol
high Tesuperconduct

Lasér
ablation
dep. of
optical
materials

-laier
• ablation
: ofsolt
i organic
materials
: Laser
: irradiation

O

:: polymers
°'
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_j

a.
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<

SURFACE

Laser
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delects in
bioorganic
materials
Medical
applications
of
laser
irradiation

SOLID

Figure 1. Schematic survey of possible applications of intense laser irradiation of
solids.
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A straightforward application of irradiation by a beam of monoenergetic photons
is patterning of bacteriorhodopsin. A beam of sufficient intensity in the UV-regime
may destroy the bonds selectively, whereas those in the areas covered by masks
are intact. In the following steps it is possible to remove the material that contains
these laser-produced effects with other methods. This procedure is well suited for
patterning.
InSnOx has the particular property that it is a transparent electrical conductor.
This material has apparently not yet been produced by laser ablation deposition.
Film deposition of photorefractive materials such as BaTiC*3 may be controlled
in such a manner that films can be grown on an appropriate substrate. Then it is
possible to study how the nonlinear effects on the refractive index change from a
few monolayers up to continuum distances. This transition may be studied with
two-wave mixing.
Another important issue is the influence of a strong magnetic field on the refractive index of GaAs. The coupling of the magnetic field to the index has been
studied theoretically, but precise measurements have not been performed yet. The
changes of the refractive index will be investigated with two-wave mixing from the
Nd:YAG laser in a strong magnetic field at liquid helium temperature.

2.3
2.3.1

Diagnostics
Speckle Statistics and Interferometric Decorrelation effects

(S.G. Hanson, H.T. Yura (Electronics Technology Center, The Aerospace Corporation, USA), and B. Hurup Hansen)
Complex ray-matrix techniques combined with the paraxial approximation of the
Huygen-Fresnel formulation of wave optics are a useful tool in the analysis of the
performance of a rather general class of optical systems. This method expresses
the complex optical field in the observation (or output) plane as an integral over an
initial (or input) plane of a given source distribution multiplied by a propagation
kernel. The propagation kernel is a function of the ABCD matrix elements of the
complete optical system between the input and the output planes and properties
of the intervening medium through which the light propagates. By using such
methods it is possible to obtain in a straightforward manner expressions for all
the statistical correlation functions that pertain to the optical system, the source
distribution, and the intervening medium under consideration.
The use of complex ABCD matrix elements permits the modelling of limiting
apertures (e.g., thin lenses, field stops, and finite-sized measurement apertures) as
soft (i.e. Gaussian) apertures. In many applications such modelling yields useful
engineering analytical approximations to system performance that can be used for
designing, sizing, and scaling of optical systems.
We have considered the situation for homogeneous media1'. Expressions for the
following quantities have been obtained: the mean, the variance, and the corresponding correlation function of the irradiance distribution resulting from an incoherent source that has propagated through a complex, axially symmetric ABCD
optical system. We have obtained general expression for the mutual coherence
function, which can be regarded as a generalisation of the Van Cittert-Zernike
theorem to complex paraxial ABCD systems. In the same manner expressions
have been achieved for the number of speckles and the maximum number of independent intensity measurements permitted by the optical system. Analytical solutions to the problem of decorrelation in holographic interferometry and electronic
speckle interferometry (ESPI) related to the fringe visibility have been obtained.

14
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Figure 1. Various degrees of decorrelaiion observed in an electronic speckle interferometer from an object experiencing various degrees of indplant tilt.
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The decollations considered for the object are in-plane tilt, in-plane translation,
and translation along the optical axis.
1) Yura, H.T., Hanson, S.G., and Grum, T.P. (1993). Speckle: statistics and interferometric decorrelation effects in complex ABCD optical systems, Journal of
the Optical Society of America A 10, No. 2, February 1993, pp. 316-323.

2.3.2

Speckle Noise in Laser Velocimetry

(S.G. Hanson, L. Lading, H.T. Yura (Electronics Technology Center, The Aerospace Corporation, USA), and R.V. Edwards (Case Western Reserve University,
Cleveland, Ohio, USA))
Two fundamental random processes appear to provide the fundamental limits to
the uncertainty with which measurements can be performed: the photon shot noise
process and the speckle process associated with the scattering. The speckle process
modulates the photon process. It is from the detected modulation that the velocity
is inferred.
We have considered the problem in connection with scattering from surfaces
and especially in connection with the time-of-flight (two-spot) configuration. It

Log{var{x 0 }co t 3 /co av }

Figun J. Minimum variance of the estimated time-of-flight versus the signal-tonoise ratio. The 'standard' limit in the case of no noise is one (log 1 = 0).
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appears that the standard expressions for the statistical uncertainty, which may
be obtained by considering the number of degrees of freedom over which the
temporal averaging takes place, do not represent fundamental limits.
The effects of speckle decorrelation in connection with the absolute spatial
bandwidth of the system set the lower limits to the measuring uncertainty. The
speckle decorrelation has been analysed by the use of a complex ABCD matrix
formulation1^. In this analysis all apertures are assumed to be Gaussian. This
appears to give legitimate results for speckle correlation effects. However, for the
analysis of the actual measuring uncertainty, it appears that the limits are given
by the fact that the transmitted and/or received beams ar- inevitably truncated
by an aperture. Outside the aperture the light is blocked. Thus the spatial bandwidth is absolutely limited. It is this bandwidth that defines the ultimate lower
limits to measuring uncertainty. A Gaussian beam would allow for arbitrarily high
spatial frequencies - albeit attenuated but not elin^nated.
If photon noise or thermal noise plays a significant role, the Gaussian beam
analysis may still be valid3).
1) Yura, H.T. and Hanson, S.G. (1993). Laser-time-of-flight velocimetry: analytical solution to the optical system based on ABCD matrices, Journal of the Optical
Society of America A 10, No. 9, September 1993, pp. 1918-1924.
2) Lading, L. and Edwards, R.V. (1993). Laser velocimeters: lower limits to uncertainty, Appl. Opt. 32, pp. 3855-3866.

2.3.3

Optical Measurements of Ocean Wpves

(S-G- Hanson, J. Churnside (Wave Propagation Laboratory, NOAA, Boulder, Colorado, USA))
An investigation of the possibility of optical measurements of ocean waves has been
conducted in cooperation with Wave Propagation Laboratory, NOAA, Boulder,
USA. Several techniques have previously been proposed for such measurements.
Thefirstone uses natural light reflected from the surface as a measure of the tilt of
the surface. Stereophotography was later used to measure the height distribution
of the surface, and lately a method has been introduced in which a laser beam
penetrates the water-air interface from beneath. The beam position above the
surface thus depicts the local slope.
Two new methods have been investigated. The first method is based on the
delta-k lidar technique in which the backscattered light from one laser beam scattered from particles embedded in the water is analysed1). The laser beam consists
of two different frequencies which set up a fringe pattern along the optical axis
moving at the velocity of light as shown in Fig. 1. The fringe pattern is subsequently projected on the ocean surface, and resonance backscattering is observed
from surface waves having a wavelength equal to half the period of the projection
of the fringe pattern. The detected signal will be modulated with the difference
frequency of the two laser beams and the wave velocity. This facilitates the probing
of the phase velocity of a surface wave with known wave number. The calibration
factors have been investigated with special emphasis on the linearity of the signal
as a function of the wave height and as a function of the polarisation of the radiation. Further, the effect of measurement on waves riding on a large-scale swell
wave has been addressed. When the swell intercepts the lidar beam at some other
azimuthal angle, the situation is more complex and a horizontally or vertically
polarised beam will no longer be perpendicular or parallel to the plane of refraction, and a mixed polarisation must be considered. Moreover, the effect of finite
penetration depth of the light in water has been treated. As light penetrates water
Ri»*-R-715(EN)
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Figure J. Geometry for a delta-k lidar system for measurements on the ocean
surface.
and is scattered back to the surface, the projected fringe pattern may have moved
thus creating echoes back to the detector, echoes which are out of phase with the
signal coming from just beneath the surface. It is consequently important that
the fringe period exceeds the penetration depth of the radiation. Finally, the wave
number sensitivity and the angular sensitivity of the system have been considered.
A second method of interest is based on backscattering of incoherent light from
particles suspended in water2). The ratio of backscattered intensity from two orthogonal polarisations will solely depend on the angle of incidence of the light and
will be independent of the intensity and the amount of scattering particles as long
as the particles are randomly oriented. Two images recorded with a CCD-camera
will provide the necessary information for determination of the angle of incidence
pixel by pixel. The spatial distribution of surface tilt can therefore be deduced
from the imagery. The method has been verified in laboratory measurements.
1) Churnside, J.H. and Hanson, S.G. Effect of penetration depth and swell-generated tilt on delta-k lidar performance, accepted for publication in Applied Optics
primo 1994.
2) Churnside, J.H., Hanson, S.G., and Wilson, J.J. Determination of ocean wave
spectra from images of backscattered incoherent light, submitted to Applied Optics.

2.3.4 Polarisation Dependency of Radar Backscattering from the Ocean
Surface
(S.G. Hanson and V.U. Zavarotny (Wave Propagation Laboratory, NOAA, Boulder, Colorado, USA))
The influence of forwardly reflected radiation from gravity waves on the backscattered radiation from a sea surface has been analysed1). Special emphasis has been
given to the observed difference between imagery obtained for equal polarisation
for the transmitter and receiver, i.e. horizontal and vertical. The basic scattering
mechanism for the radiation is assumed to be Bragg scattering from matching
capillary waves riding on trochoidally shaped gravity waves as shown in Fig. 1.
For large angles of incidence, the back of the gravity wave will primarily act as
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Figure 1. Scattering geometry for a triangular wave model. The plane of incidence
is g = 0, and the angle of incidence is 0O- Polarisation in the plane of incidence
is denoted V-polarisation, while perpendicularly polarised radiation is denoted Hpolarisation.
a reflector causing the radiation on the forward slope of the wave to consist of a
coherent superposition of the directly incident wave and the reflected wave.
It has therefore been argued that probing of the spatial change of the shape of
the gravity waves can be deduced from the backscattered intensity of microwaves
of far lower wavelengths. Imagery obtained with horizontally polarised radiation
will especially reveal these features. The multipath backscattering is identical to
"enhanced backscattering" as it is known in the optical regime. This formalism
will contribute to the explanation of "sea spikes" well-known in radar scattering
from the sea surface and specially observed for horizontally polarised radiation.
The theory has shown that multipath backscattering may account for larger
backscattering cross sections than the cross section from Bragg scattering itself.
1) Hanson, S.G. and Zavorotny, V.U. Polarization dependency of enhanced multipath radar backscattering from the ocean surface, submitted to IEEE Transactions
on Antennas and Propagation.

2.4

Information Processing

2.4.1 A Q-State Mean Field Annealing Algorithm for Filtering of Grey
Level Images Suited for Optoelectronic Implementation
(J. Gliickstad and T.M. Jørgensen)
Algorithms for extraction of features within noise are important as a preprocessing stage for automatic image recognition. It is important that such algorithms
are fast and parallel schemes are therefore preferable. The so-called mean field annealing algorithms have proved to be preferable to simulated annealing algorithms
since less iteration steps are needed. We have considered a mean field annealing
algorithm that corresponds to a Q-state spin-Ising model. The algorithm is used
for nonlinear noise filtering of images into Q grey levels. Each iteration of the specific scheme involves a biasfieldaddition, a convolution operation, and a nonlinear
operation corresponding to a multilevel threshold operation (see Fig. 1).
Software implementations of the algorithm have produced convincing results,
Risø-R-715(EN)
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even for signal-to-noise ratios well below one (see Fig. 2).
Since the convolution operation corresponds to an averaging procedure over
neighbouring pixels, it can be performed in parallel by the use of a defocusing
camera. We have implemented the scheme by the use of a spatial light modulator,
a camera, and a frame grabber. The image is displayed on the light modulator and
the nonlinear operations are performed by the use of the frame grabber. Due to
inhomogeneities in the illumination of the light modulator the operational number
of leveb of the threshold curve is limited. However, our results act as a proof of
principle with respect to an optoelectronic parallel implementation (see Fig. 3).
The low-pass filter used in the loop can be considered to be an example of
a simple wavelet filter which determines the features we are looking for in the
noisy image. By changing the size of the filter thi scale of the specified structures
changes. A possible application of such filters would be in the area of defect detection.
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Figure 1. The multilevel thresholding functions used in the loop. The steepness is
increased during the iterations corresponding to the annealing scheme.
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Figure la. Noisy image. Figure 2b. Resulting image after eight iterations (computer simulation).

Figure 9a. Noisy image. The standard deviation of the Gaussian noise corresponds
to 1.5 times the step size between two neighbouring grey levels of the underlying
image. Figure Sb. Resulting image after four iterations through the optoelectronic
loop.

Risø-R-715(EN)
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2.4.2 Nonlinear Noise Filtering and Texture Recognition by an Optoelectronic Neural Network that Implements n Mean Field Annealing
Algorithm
(T.M. J«rg«uen and J. Glockstad)
Instead of extracting coherent pixel clusters, structuresfromnoisy images as described in the above section may be obtained by considering the more general task
of texture recognition. Texture analysis is of importance in many areas. Some of
the most common applications are: classification of aerial images, medical image

Figure la. Two test textures. Figure lb. Test textures with added Gaussian noise.
Figure lc. Local energy map corresponding to one of the two textures. Figure Id.
Resulting image after eight iterations with image lc as input (computer simulation).
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processing, and process control.
In order to deal with textures we male use of the fact that most textures can
be characterised by their energy distribution in a set of windows of the spatial
frequency space. The concept is therefore to make use of the so-called local energy
maps of specific spatial frequency regions- These energy maps can be considered
to be the result of filtering the textures with quadratic Gabor-like f hers, and
squaring and summing the resulting quadrature filter outputs. Optically the local
energy map can simply be obtained by situating a simple bandpass filter in the
Fourier plane of the setup. An appropriate combination of these energy maps is
then used as input to a loop similar to the one presented above. To illustrate
this concept consider the two textures (from Brodats album) in Fig. la. Adding
Gaussian noise with a standard deviation equal to the modulation depth of the
texture signal we obtain the image shown in Fig. lb. Using a bandpass filter
around the bask frequency of the left texture the local energy map becomes as
shown in Fig. lc (computer simulation). The local energy map is then processed
by a loop which basically corresponds to the one described above. The resulting
image after eight iterations is shown in Fig. Id (computer simulation). It is seen
that the algorithm determines the region of interest quite well in spite of the noise.
We have also tried to use multiplicative noise and combinations of additive and
multiplicative noise. Using signal-to-noise ratios of the size corresponding to that
of Fig. lb the results for these cases become similar to the one given by Fig. Id.
This work was supported by the National Research Councils under the CONNECT programme.

2.4.3

Optical Processing in Industrial Applications

(A. Skov Jensen, E. Rasmussen, B. Hurup Hansen, and E. Eilertsen)
The ESPRIT project, N AOPIA II, was started in January 1993 with partners from
Thomson-CSF, PSA, IOTA (France), University of Erlangen, DASA, JenOptik
(Germany), Alenia (Italy), and Risø. The objective of the project is to demonstrate
an industrial application utilising optical technology for the industrial partners in
the project (PSA, DASA, Alenia, and JenOptik).
Risø is responsible for the following two tasks:
- To build an XY-traversing work cell with camera and computer controller
interface for the purpose of making a demonstrator for the assembly of composite materials (airplane parts). An operator is supposed to lay plies of
composite materials in a prescribed order to build the wanted part. The
camera-computer system must check whether the operation has been performed correctly. Originally it was planned that the control should be done
with an optical joint transform correlator, but experiments and simulations
have shown that this is not feasible. The application of optics in this task is
limited and consists mainly of the illumination system produced by University
of Erlangen. The work cell is shown in Fig. 1.
- To produce a double, electrically addressed, active matrix spatial light modulator (SLM) with the assistance from a subcontractor from Minsk Radioengineering Institute (MRI), Republic of Belarus. The SLM is supposed to
be used as an input SLM to the optical joint transform correlator built by
Thomson-CSF. The specifications of the SLM are:
• The SLM is a double 480*480 pixel device with a distance of 3 mm.
• The speed of the SLM is TV-frame rate.
Risø-R-715(EN)
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• The active liquid crystal display (LCD) matrix u fabricated oa asikoa
- The pixel så* aad the pitch arc SO nas.
- The contrast ratio should he better than 1:80.
• The electronic drivers are attached to the silicon substrate.
- The optical oaaKty of tao SLMsskoaM he better thaa A/10.
- Theemciency of the SLafs should he better Una 00%.
MRI is prodaciaf the LCD matrix with the electronic drivers, aad Km is responsible for the video interface. The awst rigaakiat techaical probieiai ia tins
task have beea the electronic drivers on the SLM. Despite the avanubawty of daU
sheets oa components from Japaaese producers, it hat not beea poniihk. to parchase any sach lompoaeati It has therefore been accessary to design a special
driver coaaguratioa where the SLMs are spit into fear parts each driven ia parallel. The derigu will fatf the speaskatioas and, whea nam advaace coaujoaeats
are available, caa be ased to get higher video input rates thaa the aswal TV-frame
rate. A second problem has bcea the optical aaaJty of the SLM. For display parposes this is not a major problem, bat for Fourier space applications the quality is
critical. The LCD sabstrate vrid be covered aad index matched to a planar (lass
plate (A/10 oaality).

2.4.4

Machine Stereo Vision

(A. Skov Jensen, E. Rasmussen, and E. Eikrtscn)
Stereodepth perception (stereopsis) was expliiaed aad iaveated by Wheatstoae ia
1830 aad has since beea atcd in varioas optical iastraments. Stereopsis relies oa
the shift along the line of sight between local areas ia the two eyes. The aim of this
project b to propose a 3D stereoscopic machine vision system based oa a simple
correlation scheme that can be implemented optically or electronically and works
in real time, i.e. at TV frame rate or faster. Two snages have to be recorded with
two displaced CCD cameras. The relevant information in the two images is local
shifts that can be found by detecting the shift in the peak of the fac?l correlation
function.
The present work is performed in cooperation with Alexander G. Sobolev, Institute of Cybernetic Problems (ICP), The Russian Academy of Science Russia,
and is supported by a small NATO grant. ICP is working on acoasto-optic (AO)
correlators later to be interfaced with the stereo videocameras. Calculations show
that stereo images can be converted to 3D images at TV frame rate or faster by the
use of AO-correlntors. A prototype of an AO-correiator nas been tested on stereo
images by V. VoUcov (ICP) at Ris*. The experiments were carried out without the
proper interface to the videocameras, by the use of video frame grabbers. Approximately ten delays were available in the correlator due to a few input speed of the
signals to be correlated. Despite this, reasonable results were obtained. This work
will later be reported in detail.
Very convincing results have been obtained by computer simulation, where the
parameters for the correlation process can be chosen more freely. Figure la shows
the 3D results from a set of recorded stereo images of five pencils displaced along
a line. Local correlation has been done on the vertical lines in the two images
in local segments of 32 pixels. Each correlation is shifted one pixel relative to
each other giving considerable overlap. The correlation between two segments can
be performed in various ways. Here, one of the segments has been truncated in
R»#-R.715(EN)
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order to avoid boundary problems and to separate the correlation scale and increase the depth resolution of the system. This can also be implemented in an
AO-correlator. For each correlation function the maximum peak position is found
and thresholded. If the peak exceeds the threshold, the 3D image is given a colour
(grey tone) equal to the detected shift and, otherwise, the colour is set to the
background colour. The thresholding and the truncating technique in Fig. lb give
an edge enhanced 3D image of the pencils.

Figure J a. One of the stereo images. It is seen thai a large number of substructures
is present besides the images of the five pencils. Figure lb. The result of the local
correlation of the two stereo images. The image is a screen dump from a 16-colour
screen. The actual grey levels are difficult to see in this representation, but they
cover a range of 16 levels from left to right in the image. The steps in the levels
are approximately linearly distributed. Compared with Fig. 1 it is seen that Ike
contour of the pencils is well represented.

2.4.5

Automatic Pig Evisceration - 3D Image Analysis

(S. Sloth Christensen)
The department participates in an EU BRITE project together with the Danish
Meat Research Institute, DK (co-ordinator of the project), Siemens AG, D, Ricardo Hitec, GB, and University of Bristol, GB. The purpose of the project is to
develop an automatic pig evisceration system. It is the task of Risø to develop and
implement the required image processing methods.
The large biological variations between pigs complicate the recognition task
considerably. The image processing is therefore based upon an artificial neural
network in order to obtain the required precision and noise immunity.
3D information is generally required in order to generate control signals for a
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robot. This information is obtained by a 3D sensor system produced by Siemens.
Risø has extended the neural network image processing model to incorporate
the 3D information. A number of features are only recognisable if 3D information
is present, e.g. a tilted white square on a white background. It is, however, not
sufficient to use only the 3D information. Risø has therefore developed a model
for sensor fusion that enables the neural network to integrate 3D and 2D image
information. This concept provides aflexibleand reliable method for identification
of feature points in 3D space.
The 3D/2D image processing method has been integrated with the Siemens
equipment and is used to generate control signals for the robot.
2.4.6

Neural Network Hardware for Image Processing

(S. Sloth Christensen and A. Andersen (Engineering and Computer Department))
A neural network PC expansion board has been developed in collaboration with
the Engineering and Computer Department. The board is among the fastest neural
network implementations in the world. It is possible to perform 5,000 classifications/sec with 32 output classes using the standard configuration. It is possible to
configure the board to perform 10,000 classifications/sec if the task is simple.
The high classification speed provided by the hardware implementation makes it
feasible to apply neural networks to image processing tasks. The enormous amount
of data has been one of the major obstacles in applying neural network methods to
image processing tasks. The availability of a fast neural network implementation
is therefore a crucial step forward in the application of neural networks to real
world problems.
The neural network board has already been successfully applied to the recognition of feature points on pig carcasses (BRITE B/E 4152). The capability of
performing a large number of classifications within a short time frame has increased the precision and reliability of the system.

3

Continuum Physics

3.1

Introduction

The research areas of the Continuum Physics Section cover studies of fundamental
problems in fluid dynamics and aerodynamics as well as studies of plasma physics
relevant to fusion energy research. All the fusion relevant research is done under
the EURATOM-Risø association. The description of all the scientific contributions
is in the following divided into two research areas, (1) nonlinear dynamics of
continuum systems and (2) fusion plasma physics. The separation is somewhat
artificial since the two fields have a high degree of overlapping.
- Nonlinear dynamics of continuum systems
This research area is concerned with theoretical, numerical, and experimental
investigations of nonlinear continuum systems. The emphasis of these investigations has been on studies of coherent structures in two-dimensional flows.
The nonlinear dynamic evolution of these structures, which can be characterised as localised and long-lived vortices, was studied by a combination
of theoretical, numerical, and experimental investigations. A detailed understanding of the physical properties of two-dimensional coherent structures is
of great importance to the description of plasma confinement in magnetic fuRisø-R-715(EN)
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sion experiments as well as to many fundamental problems in aerodynamics
and fluid dynamics.
- /Vision plasma physics
This research area includes fusion relevant research which has not already
been mentioned under the previous heading. The topics are turbulent transport, nonlinear evolution of instabilities, plasma equilibria, and diagnostics
based on coherent scattering. During 1993 the Risø Q-machine, which has
been in operation since 1967 and used for experimental studies of fundamental plasma physics, was dismantled.

3.2

Nonlinear Dynamics of Continuum Systems

3.2.1

Simulation of Viscoelastic Fluids

(Bo Gervang)
A Newtonian fluid (e.g. water) shows a linear relationship between stress and
rate of deformation. The proportionality constant is the viscosity of the fluid. All
other fluids are denoted non-Newtonian fluids of which the viscoelastic fluids are
of particular interest in this study. These fluids behave as a Hookean solid when
processed at short time scales but as a Newtonian liquid when processed at long
time scales.
The flow past a sphere in an infinite expanse of fluid is simulated. This example
was suggested at the Sixth International Workshop on Numerical Methods in NonNewtonian Flow as a benchmark problem for test of different computer codes.
The governing equations are discretised using spectral methods, and a domain
decomposition is used in order to resolve the steep gradients in the boundary layer.
Both the Eulerian and the Lagrangian formulations are tested when solving the
hyperbolic stress equations. Conventional discretisation methods (finite difference,
finite volume, and finite element) have only solved the equations for small values
of the Deborah number whereas we can, by use of spectral methods, solve the
equations for larger values of the Deborah number. The Deborah number may be
interpreted as the ratio of the magnitude of the elastic forces to that of the viscous
forces.
Formulating the problem in primitive variables • u,p,T (velocity, pressure,
stress) - gives rise to the solution of the time dependent Stokes operator at each
time step. Optimal spaces are sought for both velocity and pressure fields in order to obtain globally solenoidal velocity fields. The associated discrete matrix is
singular and new techniques are developed to solve singular systems arising from
spectral discretisation of PDEs with domain decomposition.
3.2.2 Studies of Boundary Layer Formation and Detachment in TwoDimcnsional Flows
(E.A. Coutsias (University of New Mexico, USA), J.S. Hesthaven, and J.P. Lynov)
One of the most difficult problems in industrial flow control lies in determining
the effects caused by the extremely complex flow patterns generated near material
boundaries. Here, boundary layers with high vorticity concentrations are usually
formed, and through very irregular bursting events these boundary layers detach
from the walls and enter into the main flow leading to turbulence. In most engineering designs these processes are treated in a rather crude, statistical manner.
However, through the evolution of high power supercomputers and the development of new analytical and computational techniques direct and detailed studies
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of the fundamental flow processes near walls are beginning to be possible.
In our numerical studies of two-dimensional, wall bounded flows we have developed accurate spectral algorithms for various nonlinear, dynamic problems.
During the past year several quantitative tests have been carried out in order
to test the accuracy of these algorithms. One such test was the solution of the

T=10.00

Figure 1. Numerical simulation of shear layer roll-up in a periodic channel with
oppositely moving, no-slip walls at Reynolds number 20,000,

Risø-R-715(EN)
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Orr-Sommerfeid equation. This is a linear eigenvalue problem which describes the
onset of unstable fluctuations in a plane, pressure driven channel flow. In order to
solve the eigenvalue problem, our new spectral methods described in section 3.2.3
were employed. As a result of these well-conditioned operators, we were able to
determine the eigenvalues with a couple of orders of magnitude higher accuracy
than those previously cited in the literature. The results from the eigenvalue problem were subsequently used to check the dynamic behaviour of our full dynamic
code with excellent agreement. Similar comparisons between theoretical eigenvalue
calculations and fully dynamic simulations were performed for the forced, annular
shear layer problem described in section 3.2.4.
Theoretical studies of boundary layer evolution caused by isolated vortical structures have been initiated. The goal of these studies is to provide good, theoretical
estimates of the vorticity production and boundary layer detachment caused by
vortex-wall interactions. Our initial investigations have been concerned with comparisons between theoretical estimates of idealised, vortex sheet production by
incoming point dipoles and the complete boundary layer formation by incoming
dipoles with distributed vorticity. These studies have led to the development of
new schemes for the initial projection of the vorticity field necessary in order
to satisfy the no-slip boundary conditions at the walk at the very start of the
simulations.
An example of complex boundary layer behaviour is shown in Fig. 1. Here
results from a high resolution simulation (342 Chebyshev and 684 Fourier modes)
are shown for a shear layer roll-up in a periodic channel with oppositely moving
walls at Reynolds number 20,000. The contour plots show instantaneous vorticity
distributions. Boundary layer formation and eruption is clearly seen when main
flow vorticity approaches the channel walls.
3.2.3 Development of Accurate and Efficient Numerical Algorithms
for the Solution of Problems with Sharp Variations
(E.A. Coutsias', T. Hagstrom*. and D. Torres* ('University of New Mexico, USA))
The numerical studies pursued in connection with ourfluiddynamics research rely
critically on certain innovative algorithms that have been developed at Risø and
allow the exceedingly accurate solution of boundary value problems for various
differential equations.
The dynamics of vortices near walls, the filamentation occurring in the evolution of shear layers or during vortex-vortex interactions, and the analysis of flows
exhibiting sharp gradients in flow properties all require the accurate integration
of highly nonlinear partial differential equations for very long time. Due to the
exponential instabilities and the potential occurrence of chaotic events in such
problems, very high accuracy must be maintained throughout the computations.
In our efforts to maintain a very high standard of accuracy and reliability in
our simulations, we have relied on the excellent approximating power of spectral
families, such as Chebyshev polynomials. The general idea in these methods is the
expansion of the quantities involved in terms of classical orthogonal polynomials.
Then, differential operators are expressed as matrices acting on the expansion
coefficients. In general, these matrices are full and ill-conditioned, and the resulting
discretisation of the field equations is quite cumbersome and hard to manipulate,
despite its "infinite ord. accuracy". Such manipulations tend to be prohibitively
expensive in terms of computer time.
By taking advantage of certain simple recursion relations and other, apparently
not widely known algebraic properties of orthogonal polynomials1), we are able
to solve large classes of problems, including all the problems occurring in our
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various hydrodynamk codes, by computationally simple and well-conditioned algorithms which scale linearly with the number of computational nodes employed
ia our discretisations. Several test problems that demonstrate the power of the
new techniques have been solved. For example, in a problem including an internal
shock wave our method allows the same accuracy to be obtained by the use of as
few as 64 modes as a traditional approach would by using K 32,000 modes1).
Special attention needs to be given to the analysis of problems in geometries
involving coordinate system singularities. In this direction we have been successful
in overcoming the difficulties associated with the spectral solution of the Potsson
equation in a disk, an essential first step towards developing a fast and accurate
Navier-Stokes solver for flows in circular domains. This will be needed for our
studies in connection with the projected parabolic rotating tank experiments that
are in the construction phase at Ris«.
1) Cbutsias, EA. (1993), submitted to SIAM J. of Sci. Stat. Comp.
2) CouUias, E.A., Hagstrom, T., and Torres, D. (1993), submitted to Math. Comp.
3.2.4 Numerical and Analytical Studies of Transitions in Circular Shear
Layers
(K. Bergeron*, E.A. Coutsias*, J.P. Lynov, and A.H. Nielsen ('University of New
Mexico, USA))
The evolution of circular shear layers provides a rich backdrop for investigations of
the transition to turbulence in fluids and plasmas. A better understanding of the
processes involved can lead to finer methods for influencing, even controlling, this
complex phenomenon. The Kelvin-Helmholtz instability of shear lavers offers a
generic pathway for the formation of coherent vortical structures which in recent
years have become recognised as the main actors in many situations in which
traditional analyses of turbulence have proved inadequate. An interesting example
is offered by the problem of vortex shedding from structures that are responsible
for such common phenomena as jet airplane noise, catastrophic failures of large
structures under strong wind loads, and transonic flight control.
The quantisation inherent in circular geometry leads to the formation of welldefined vortical braids, unlike the incessant pairing and scale evolution of planar
shear layers. Both cylindrical, magnetised, electrostatic plasma experiments and
rotating fluid experiments have produced rich bifurcation sequences of different
symmetries, as well as oscillating, quasi-periodic, or chaotic states. We have pursued numerical and analytical studies which demonstrate that such transitions can
be accurately described by reducing the governing slightly viscous, forced NavierStokes equations to a system of ordinary differential equations of few degrees of
freedom. The simplest case studied in detail so far leads to an equation of the Landau type describing the saturation of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability in terms of
the amplitude A(T) of the most unstable mode, with r a slow time scale. In this
case the dynamic equation assumes the form:

oAT=0A + 7A,A'.
The (complex) coefficients of the reduced equations are computed by numerical
solution of appropriate eigenvalue problems; the resulting time evolution is in excellent agreement with direct simulations of the flow, and both sets of calculations
faithfully reproduce experimental observations of circular shear layer transitions
in the split annulus experiment1).
The two approaches supplement each other in predicting the transition to states
of ever increasing complexity, even beyond the regimes that have so far been
experimentally accessible.
Ris*-R-715(EN)
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A direct practical application of this work, besides the understanding that it
will produce the transition mechanism in circular shear layers, can be better understanding of flows in computer disk drives. Similar bifurcation phenomena have
been observed in circular flames2) and it will be interesting to carry out a comparison of the transition mechanisms at work in the two problems.
Ultimately, this extremely accurate reduction of the phenomenon to low dynamic system behaviour offeis the promise of controlling the transitions by proper
application of external forcing. An investigation of various methods of applying
controlling forces to this flow is planned.
1) Chomaz et al. (1988). J. Fluid Mech. 187, 115-140.
2) Bayliss, Leaf, and Matkowsky (1993). Comb. Sci. Tech. to appear.
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Figure 1. Numerical simulation of an annular shear layer with slowly increasing forcing. The contour plots show instantaneous vorticity distributions. A small
amount of noise was added to the initial, rotationally symmetric, vorticy distribution. At the critical Reynolds number, the flow makes a transition to a state with
azimuthal mode number m = 7. As the Reynolds number is increased further, the
flow undergoes a sequence of symmetry breaking bifurcations to stales with lower
values of m.
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3.2.5 Multidomain Spectral Simulation of Unsteady, Compressible Flow
Around a Circular Cylinder
(J.S. Hesthaven, W.S. Dons*, D. Gottlieb* (* Brown University, Division of Applied Mathematics, Providence, RI 02912, USA), and M.D. Salas** (** ICASE,
NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA 23665, USA))
The behaviour of compressible flow past a circular cylinder has been used as a
model for fundamental studies of external flows. In spite of the simplicity of the geometry, this simple flow embodies a variety of interesting flow phenomena, ranging
from steady Stokes flow to viscous wake flow and fully developed turbulence.
During the last decades the dynamics of unsteady, compressible wake flows past
a cylinder have been studied intensively - experimentally as well as theoretically.
Recent experiments seem to indicate that coupling to acoustic waves propagating upstream may have a significant impact on the overall dynamics of the flow.
These acoustic waves may appear in wind tunnel experiments, where the turbine
generates sound waves which propagate downstream, reflect at the end of the
wind tunnel and, finally, propagate upstream where they may interfere with the
experiment.
In order to study this phenomenon, we have developed a pseudospectral FourierChebychev code, where the computational domain is split into several nonoverlapping subdomains. This allows larger flexibility in choice of grid, grid mappings,
and filtering. The artificial outer boundary is treated by employing the method
of characteristics for hyperbolic systems of conservation laws, thereby assuming
that the flow may be considered inviscid at the outer boundaries. Matching of
characteristic waves has also been employed as a patching scheme between the
nonoverlapping subdomains. The code can handle flows with Mach number < 0.6
and Reynolds number < 200, where three-dimensional effects become important.
As an example, in Fig. 1 we see the full computational domain, consisting of
three nonoverlapping subdomains used for simulating the flow past a cylinder at
M = 0.4 and Re = 108. In Fig. 1 we also show a contour plot of the relative density
p/Poo- The formation of the Von-Karman street is clearly demonstrated and the
Stroudai number for the shreading is found to be Si = 0-16, in full accordance
with experimental findings. These results clearly demonstrate the applicability of
the domain patching and the outer boundary conditions.
The formulation of the scheme as a multidomain approach lends itself to parallel
implementation of contemporary parallel coarse-grained architectures. Indeed, we
observe a speedup of 1.8 at a two-processor system, illustrating the effectiveness
by which such problems may be solved when employing modern computational
approaches.
In accordance with the experimental findings, we observe that acoustic waves
corresponding to a relative pressure perturbation as low as 0.1 % may indeed have
a significant impact on the shedding dynamics. However, we also find that heating
the cylinder may have an even greater impact on the dynamics. These results are
of importance to understanding measurements obtained in wind tunnels by using
hot wires.
We plan to conduct a thorough investigation of the effects of the acoustic waves
and the heating of the cylinder in order to uncover these new phenomena. We
also intend to improve the computer code by employing recent theoretical results
which ensure temporal stability of the computational scheme, thus allowing for
longtime integration of the governing equations.
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Figure 1. Computational grid and relative density, p/poo at T = 156.21 for a
three-domain simulation of a compressible flow past a cylinder at M = 0-4 and
Re — 108. The Stroudal number, based on the shreading frequency of the vortices
end the diameter of the cylinder, is St = 0.167.

3.2.6

Linear Stability of a Modon on the /?-Plane

(J.S. Hesthaven, J. Nycander (Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden), and J. Juul
Rasmussen)
In recent numerical studies it has been shown that modons seem to be linearly
unstable, even in parameter regimes where they are known to be nonlinearly stable, i.e. eastward propagating. This counterintuitive result has been obtained for
studies of modons in a full spherical geometry. However, due to the complexity of
the geometry, the convergence of the growth rate with increased spatial resolution
was poor, and one may speculate if the linear instability observed is a numerically
induced phenomenon.
In order to study this problem, we have developed a model that allows studies
of the linear stability on the /3-plane by using a time integration technique, as
opposed to solving the full two-dimensional eigenvalue problem. The simplicity
of the /?-plane geometry allows the use of sufficient spatial resolution to gain
confidence in the results.
The model is based on a linearisation of the quasi-geostrophic equivalent barotropic equation in a moving reference frame, and an initial perturbation with an
energy spectrum E(k) ~ Jt~3 and random phase. As spatial interpolation scheme
we used a double periodic spectral scheme and as temporal integration scheme we
employed a third order Adam-Bashforth method.
Our study shows good conformity with the results obtained for the full spherical
geometry. Although we see slight differences introduced by the differences in geometry, frequency, and growth rate for the most unstable nv>de, our study clearly
confirms the linear instability of the modon.
Careful inspection of results obtained in other studies indicates that the linear
instability corresponds to an azimuthal twisting of the structure. This result was
also found for the spherical case. However, it is well known that the modon is
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nonlinearly stable to azimuthal perturbations. This suggests that the linear instability is saturated by nonlinear effects which dominate the dynamics for larger
azimuthal perturbations. Indeed, in full nonlinear simulations we observe that for
small initial angular perturbations the azimuthal twisting initially grows exponentially, but soon the nonlinear saturation decreases the growth rate to such
an extent that the modon, finally, propagates as expected from conservation of
potential vorticity.
3.2.7

Dipole Formation from Breaking Rossby Waves

(G.G. Sutyrin*, I.G. Yushina* (*P.P. Shirshov Institute of Oceanology, Moscow,
Russia), J.S. Hesthaven, J.P. Lynov, and J. Juul Rasmussen)
Large-scale quasi-two-dimensional flows in planetary atmospheres and oceans are
known to be highly anisotropic due to the variation of the Coriolis parameter
with the latitude, the so-called /7-effect, which allows the propagation of Rossby
waves. In a magnetised plasma the inhomogeneity of the plasma density gives rise
to similar effects and allows the propagation of drift waves. The understanding
of the nonlinear dynamics of Rossby waves and drift waves together with the
associated transport has important implications on both applied and fundamental
atmospheric and oceanic research as well as on fusion research.
Abundant intense vortices in the atmospheres and oceans are capable of generating large amplitude Rossby wave patterns and their interaction with the vortices
may strongly affect the general dynamics. A general feature of the evolution of a
strong monopolar vortex on the /?-plane is that during the meridional propagation
of the vortex it reorganises into a tripolar structure with an elliptical core with
vorticity of the same sign as in the original monopole and two satellites with opposite vorticity1). Rotation and distortion of the satellites lead to increased mixing
near the boundary of the vortex core providing a mechanism for fluid exchange
between the vortex core and the generated wave wake field.
Further investigations based on numerical solutions of the quasi-geostrophic
equivalent barotropic equation (the so-called Hasegawa-Mima equation in the
plasma context) have indicated that there is a critical value for the vortex intensity below which the satellites do not appear. For these intermediate intensities
the coupling of the vortex and its wave wake is found to lead to the appearance
of large-scale dipole vortices from the breaking of the waves. The dipole will in
turn interact with the original monopole vortex leading to increased meridional
displacement of the vortex core and providing additional fluid transport. Detailed
numerical investigations for a variety of parameters have been conducted to reveal
the mechanism of the Rossby wave breaking and the dipole-monopole interaction.
1) Hesthaven, J.S., Lynov, J.P., Rasmussen, J.J., and Sutyrin, G.G. (1993). Phys.
Fluids A 5, 1674-1679; Sutyrin, G.G., Hesthaven, J.S., Lynov, J.P., and Rasmussen, J.J. J. Fluid Mech. in press.
3.2.8

Dynamics of Nonlinear Dipole Vortices

(J.S. Hesthaven, J.P. Lynov, A.H. Nielsen, J. Juul Rasmussen, M.R. Schmidt*
(•University of Odense, Denmark), E.G. Shapiro" andS.K.Turitsyn" ("Institute
of Automation and Electrometry, Novosibirsk, Russia))
Stationary solutions to the Euler equations describing two-dimensional flows have
a functional relationship between the vorticity, u, and the stream function, i[>, i.e.
u — J{il>) (u and $ are related by w = —Vty). For the simplest case, where /
is a linear function one finds, for instance, the so-called Lamb dipole which often
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appears to be a good approximation to dipoies found in experiments in rotating
or stratified fluids. We have numerically found a steadily propagating dipole with
a strongly nonlinear relationship between w and V"> with f{4>) = a$ + 0<j>3 + ^^s
inside a separatrix of almost circular shape and /(#) = 0 outside the separatrix,
"a nonlinear dipole" ^. Here 4> is the stream function in the frame moving with the
dipole. A similar type of dipole has also been found in experiments under certain
conditions. We have investigated the nonlinear dynamics of this dipole numerically. In Fig. 1 we show an example of a head-on collision between two nonlinear
dipoles. The two dipoles approach each other, change partners and, finally, two
"new" dipoles propagate away in the direction perpendicular to the initial direction of propagation. The two "new" dipoles are identical to the two initial ones.
Thus, the dipoles are stable to head-on collisions, as is the Lamb dipole. We have
also revealed that an off-axis collision between two nonlinear dipoles may lead to
the formation of a tripolar structure, as also found for Lamb dipoles. Making the
nonlinear dipole collide head-on with a Lamb dipole, we found that both types of
dipoles regenerated after the interaction and continued to propagate along their
original direction away from each other.
1) Hesthaven, J.S., Lynov, J.P., Michelsen, P., Nielsen, A.H., Rasmussen, J.J.,
Schmidt, MR, Shapiro, E.G. and Turitsyn, S.K. (1993). Risø-R-674, p. 38.
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Figure 1. Contour plots of the vorticiiy showing the head-on collision of two nonlinear dipoles.
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3.2.9

Interaction of Dipolar Vortices with Cylinders

(E-A. Coutsias (University of New Mexico, USA), J P. Lynov, AH. Nielsen, J.
Juul Rasmussen, and B. Stenum)
The dynamics of dipolar vortices colliding with cylinders are investigated both
numerically and experimentally. In the numerical investigations we employ a fully
dealiased, spectral scheme based on Fourier-Chebyshev expansions. This allows
very high resolution of the boundary layers. The flow field is governed by the
two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equation
— + v • Vw = vV2w .
at
The velocity is given as v = VV- x z,r/> being the stream function, the vorticity
u u = - V 2 V , and v is the kinematic viscosity. The flow is subject to no-slip
conditions so that it matches the wall velocity at the boundaries. In the numerical
studies a Lamb dipole was used as the initial dipolar structure and was made to
collide with cylinders of various radii relative to the radius of the dipole.
TLe results of the numerical investigations were compared with experimental
investigations performed in a rotating tank with water (see section 3.2.10). Here
the dipolar vortices were generated by injection of dyed jets and made to collide
with cylindrical obstacles of different radii. Using the parameters (size and velocity) of the well formed dipoles in the experiment - dipoles which are quite similar
to Lamb dipoles - as input to the numerical investigations, we revealed detailed
agreement between the numerical and experimental results. The interaction is
summarised as follows: as the dipole approaches the cylinder, it induces opposite
sign wall vorticity layers. These grow and at a minimum approach the wall layers
roll up into tight secondary vortices which couple to the opposing primary lobes.
In turn the combined structure detaches from the cylinder thereby splitting the
primary dipole into two.
In further numerical investigations we attempted to find a lower limit of the
cylinder radius, below which the splitting of the incoming dipole would not occur.
For axial collisions we have not found that limit within the possible resolution of
the numerical scheme. For a cylinder diameter Dc of 1/64 of the dipole diameter
Dd, we still observe a splitting as seen in Fig. 1. Note, however, that the original
dipole reforms behind the cylinder and propagates away; for larger cylinders it
rejoins in front of the cylinder and collides with it again. For off-axis collisions with
small cylinders the dipoles were only weakly perturbed and found to reconstruct
after the interaction, which agrees with our experimental findings. In addition,
from the numerical investigations we observed that the total generated vorticity in
the upper half-plan is almost independent of the cylinder radius in the investigated
interval (1/64 > De/Di < 1). This is illustrated in Fig. 2, where the time evolution
of this generated vorticity is shown for different radii.
In order to further validate our numerical scheme we have initiated a detailed
comparison with the results obtained by the group at the University of Rome,
Italy1). They have made similar investigations by employing a quite different numerical model based on a finite difference scheme. Preliminary comparisons indicate that our spectral scheme is more accurate than the finite difference scheme,
in particular for higher Reynolds numbers (> 1000).
1) Orlandi, P. (1990). Phys. Fluids A2,1429-1436; (1993). Phys. Fluids AS, 21962206.
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Figure 1. Interaction of a dipolar vortex with a small cuémder of diameter 1/64
øf the dipole diameter.

Total vorticity generated in the upper half-plane

Re =1500

TIME
Figure 2. The time evolution of the total negative vorticitv generated during the
interaction of the dipole with the cglinder for different values of DJD4.
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IXlt
Flaws

F M U I J — i l a l Stadies of Dipole Iatcractk* with Wals in 2D

(M. Kiefaea, J Jaal Itsimamn, aad B Steaam)
Coherent stractares appear m two-dmwjunoaal (3D) at adl as tatee-dtmeaskatal
(3D)flows,la partkaJar, thefcimatioaof coherent vortex stractares is bkdy m
2Dflowsas a resalt of sclf-orgaaisatioa dariag tae ia*em energy cascade cbaractiiiiing these lows, la this way awsaeatam tisnrfri- to a 3D system as a rotating
•aid oftca malts ia the ibnaatioa of stable, isolated vortex diaolerl>.
la order to perioral detailed stadies of sack dadles coawhag with carved and
straight watts we has* applied the Diglmage particle tradciagvesociasetry facility*)
ia the rotating taak sctap.
The setup coarirts of a taratahlr rotated with aa aafalarfieeneacyof 0.63 HI.
Oato this table a waterfitted(15 cm depth) seaare taak with smr walk of length
1 na aad flat bottom is placed, la the taak the «arioa* watt stractares arc placed.
The dipoks are prodaced by iajectioa of wefl defies d jet*. la order to prodaoi
symmetric dipoles a moraMr plate is placed m boat of the aoedes. Typkaly,
dip oka with a diamtUr of aboat 30 cm aad a propagat ioa speed of aboat 1 cm/s
arc formed. The taak is iumyed by a video camera following the rotitiag system
aad coapkd to a videotape recorder aad a moaitor via a set of sup rings.
5maH particles with deasities samler thaa those of the avid have beta added to
float oa the surface, are iaWnaated from the top, aad the experiment is lecorded
oa a videotape recorder. Ia U* subsequent image piuiessingand analysis the video
frames are digitised oae by oae, aad the particles are localised aad matched to
each other from oae frame to the next, la this way the particle trades aad beace
the velocity field aad its evotatioa caa be determiaed. However, it taraed oat
that particks Boating on the sarface tend to make darters ia time scales of the
same order as the experimental time stak dat to the sarface teasion. Akboagh
a large number of dmVrent particles aad redaction of the sarface teasion with
cbemicah have been applied, the clattering was found to influence the partick
trackiag significantly. In addition, it was found to be difficult to control the detailed formation of the dipoles in the rotating laid aad beace make reprodadbk
experiments. Therefore, we have started experiments ia stratified fluids instead.
In stratifiedfluidsthe partkks arefloatingin one layer oa a depth corresponding
to the density of the partkks. The partkks are conieqatntly not influenced by
A two-tank system for making stratifiedfluidsand a lank (80 cm x 60 cm) for
the experiments have been built. Prdiminary stadies have shown that the partick
tracking is working wdl in the stratified system.
1) KkMStcrskl, R.C. and van Hcijst, GJ.F. (1991). J. Fluid Mech. 233,1.
3) Dalriei,SB (1992). Applied Scientific Research 49,317.

3.3

Fusion Plasma Physics

3.X1 Experimental Investigations of Two-Dimensional Plasma Turbulence
(A.H. Nielsen, MO Nkben, HL. Pécsdi (University of Oslo, Norway), and 3.
Juul Rasmussen)
The experimental investigations of low frequency,flute-typeplasma turbulence
were concluded. The investigations were performed in the Q-machine plasma. The
Q-machine hat now been closed down and dismantled.
Thefluctuationswere generated by the Kelvin-HdmholU instability due to
Rk#-R-715(EN)
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a strongly sheared azimuthal flow of the residual plasma surrounding the main
plasma column. The radial potential variation in the residual plasma and thereby
the azimuthal flow could be controlled by the bias of a limiting aperture inserted
perpendicularly to the plasma column. In the last phase of the investigations
we concentrated in particular on a detailed analysis of the anomalous plasma
transport associated with the turbulence.
In order to monitor the turbulent transport we measured the fluctuations in
density, n, obtained from the ion saturation current, ji, to a Langmuir probe and
the azimuthal electric field component, £ , obtained from the floating potential difference, Vji, measured at two closely spaced Langmuir probes. It should be noted
that if there are significant fluctuations in temperature, Tt, one cannot directly deduce n and E from ji and Vji, respectively, but has to account for Tt. Analysing
the resulting radial flux: f(i) = n(t)E(t)/Bo, we obtained detailed information
about the plasma transport that can be attributed to the turbulent fluctuations.
We interpreted our observation as an indication of the transport in our experiment being a mixture of Brownian type turbulent diffusion and sporadic bursts.
By employing a conditional sampling technique to the spatially varying potential
and density fluctuations with the flux signal as reference signal, we verified that
the bursts in the flux corresponded directly to the presence of coherent vortical
structures.
It was explicitly demonstrated that the largest amplitude vortices were actually very effective in transporting plasma, but they occurred so rarely that
their accumulated effect was small compared with that of their small amplitude
counterparts1^.
The radial dependence of the averaged value off, To, as well as that of the fluctuation levels of both E and ft were measured simultaneously for varying conditions.
We found that To had the maximum value at a radial position just outside the
main plasma column. For larger radii r 0 decreased monotonically almost as 1/r,
where r denotes the radial position. However, the absolute magnitude of To did
not appear to be correlated with the absolute fluctuation level and the position of
the maximum of T0 was usually not coinciding with the position of the maximum
fluctuation level, as would be expected from considerations based on quasi-linear
theory. This is indicated in Fig. 1 where we have plotted the cross-coherence, 7,
defined as:
To
2

V< É >< n2 >/B0
for three different values of the magnetic field. These findings are consistent with
the observation that the evolution of the turbulence is dominated by coherent
structures. It is, strictly speaking, not meaningful to associate a diffusion coefficient with the transport process described above. However, defining an "effective"
diffusion coefficient as D = To/IVnol we find that even if there is a clear tendency for D to decrease with increasing BQ, our results are not clearly consistent
with the Bohm-scaling D oc l/Bo- Furthermore, we found that the total turbulent
flux, To, is consistent with the effective particle flux that can be derived from
the density gradient in the residual plasma. Thus, far the dominating transport
is fluctuation driven transport. This is also found in the "scrape-off layer" of a
Tokamak plasma2).
In order to assess the importance of possible temperature fluctuations on these
measurements we have measured the temperaturefluctuationsdirectly in the residual part of the plasma by means of the triple-probe method3). We found that the
relative level of temperature fluctuations was below 0.1 which is somewhat lower
than the relative density fluctuation level and the normalised potential fluctuation
level. Furthermore, we found that Tt is almost in phase with n as is seen from the
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cross-correlation < n(t)f,(1 + T) > shown in Fig. 2. This implies that the "error"
on our fluxes obtained without correcting for the temperature fluctuations would
be below 20%.
1) Huld, T., Nielsen, A.H., Pécseli, H.L., and Rasmussen (1991). J J., Phys. Fluids B3, 1609-1625; Nielsen, A.H., Pécseli, H.L., and Rasmussen (1992). J.J., Ann.
Geophysicae 10, 655-667; Pécseli, H.L., Coutsias, E.A., Huld, T., Lynov, J.P.,
Nielsen, A.H., and Rasmussen, J.J. (1992). Plasma Physics and Controlled Fusion
34, 2065-2070.
2) Wootton, A.J., Tsui, H.Y.W., and Prager, S. (1992). Plasma Physics and Controlled Fusion 34, 2023-2030.
3) Kamitsuma, M., Chen, S-L., and Chang, J-S. (1977). J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys.
10, 1065-1077.

0.6-

r [mm]
Figure 1. Radial variation of the cross-coherence y for three different magnetic
fields: D:B0 = 0.21 T,0 : B0 = 0.28 T,andL : B0 = 0.42 T. The arrow denotes
the edge of the plasma column.

3.3.2 Experimental Evidence for Mode Selection in Turbulent Plasma
Transport
(A.H. Nielsen, H.L. Pécseli (University of Oslo, Norway), and J. Juul Rasmussen)
In the experimental investigations of low frequency turbulence in the Q-machine
plasma we have obtained evidence for the simultaneous presence of two types of
oscillations. One type has the characteristics of drift waves - i.e. the density fluctuations, h, are in phase with the potential fluctuations, 4>\ the relative level, h/n0,
Risø-R-715(EN)
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Figure 2. The cross-correlation (n(t)f,(t + r ) ) .
is about equal to the normalised potential fluctuation level, e$/Te; and the fluctuations propagate with the electron diamagnetic drift velocity. The other type
has the characteristics of a flute mode (or convective cell mode) as discussed in
section 3.3.1. The two types of modes are distinguished by employing a conditional sampling technique with different conditions applied to the same signal. It
is further found that the drift wave typefluctuationsdo not give any significant
contribution to the turbulent transport, while the flute type modes account for
the major part of this transport.
3.3.3 Modulational Instability of Plasma Waves in Two Dimensions
(V.I. Karpman (Racah Institute of Physics, Jerusalem, Israel), J.P. Lynov, P.
Michelsen, and J. Juul Rasmussen)
The nonlinear evolution of a two-dimensional modulational instability of plasma
waves has earlier been shown either to proceed into an approximate exponential
growth of wave amplitude oi a recurrent type of behaviour in which wave amplitude and density modulation increase and decrease repeatedly. The number
of recurrences may depend on initial conditions and on the relevant plasma and
wave parameters. In order to understand these processes in more detail we have
investigated the evolution by a two-dimensional numerical simulation. As a model
we have chosen the equations describing interaction between whistler waves and
either fast or slow magnetosonic waves. The equations were solved numerically in
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T=10000

T=20000

Figure l. The mode spectrum for ike interaction with the fast magnetosonic mode
for two different times. Note the growth of the unstable high order modes.
a two-dimensional domain with periodical boundary conditions. We employed a
fully dealiased spectral method.
The two cases behave differently. For the case of the interaction with the fast
wave, the instability is in general found to evolve in a quasi-recurrent manner
in which the main part of the energy resides in the fundamental mode of the
initial modulation. For the longtime evolution the energy is spreading slowly to
larger and larger wave numbers resulting in a random wave field. As the initial
condition the whistler wave is modulated almost perpendicularly to its direction
of propagation along the z-axis, i.e. the ratio of the modulational wave numbers,
a = Kt/Kx < 1. This corresponds to the region of modulational instability with
the maximum growth rate obtained for a certain ae. For low amplitudes and
a = ac the evolution shows three clear recurrence periods before the spreading
of the energy becomes significant. This behaviour is well described by a simplified model based on a generalised Hamiltonian and truncated to involve only few
modes. For increasing wave amplitude the recurrent feature becomes less pronounced and the spreading of the energy to higher modes proceeds faster. For
a given amplitude the evolution is found to depend strongly on the value of a,
having a maximum of recurrence for a close to ac. For a > ac the recurrence first
becomes a little better and then worse. However, in this region it is interesting to
note that it is important to include a large number of modes (64 x 64 at least)
to get the correct result. With fewer modes several additional recurrences show
up. For a < ae the spreading to the higher modes proceeds considerably faster:
already for a — 0.99 oe only one recurrence period is observed. The observed features may be qualitatively explained from knowledge of the dispersion relation and
growth rate of the linear waves. In Fig. 1 an example of the evolution of the mode
spectrum is shown. Note the growth of the unstable higher order modes which
are nonlinearly excited. These modes will in turn dominate the evolution and it is
clear that the asymptotic development would be significantly altered if the system
was truncated and these modes not included. For the case of interaction between
whistler waves and the slow magnetostatic waves a clear recurrent behaviour was
Risø.R-715(EN)
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not observed, and the energy was constantly spreading to the higher mode numbers, which is in agreement with predictions of a qualitative analytical theory. The
modulation has a spatial structure resembling cells stretched along the z-axis.

3.3.4

Plasma Transport Due to Electrostatic Turbulence

(Bo Gervang, J.P. Lynov, P. Michelsen, and J. Juul Rasmussen)
The energy confinement of a fusion plasma is limited by the radial heat and
particle transport. This transport has long been known to be much larger than
the one calculated from the classical theory of diffusion. The so-called anomalous diffusion is believed to be due to electrostatic and magnetostatic fluctuations
of micro-instabilities in the plasma driven by density and temperature gradients
which cause an enhanced radial plasma transport. Fluid simulations oriented to
understand this transport have resulted in transport coefficients in agreement with
those found analytically from quasi-linear theory. However, the results can only in
some cases describe the experimental results correctly, but cannot at all describe
some phenomena such as the transition between the low and high confinement (Land H-mode).
A theoretical and numerical study was initiated in order to investigate specific
physical phenomena of the transport, especially those connected with transport
due to coherent structures. This study is concentrated on electrostatic modes in
magnetised plasmas, such as drift waves and rp modes, and also includes the
effect of velocity shear which may be important for the transition from L- to
H-modes in tokamak plasmas. The numerical methods are based on the highly
accurate spectral methods that have been developed in the section mainly for
investigations of fluid dynamic systems in which large-scale coherent structures
are a typical feature of two-dimensional turbulence. It is not clear whether such
structures will exist in more complex models where two or more fields are coupled.
However, it has been shown that they may exist in simplified models for the rji
modes. If they also appear under more realistic conditions, they will have strong
influence on the modelling of transport. Scaling arguments based on quasi-linear
transport coefficients will consequently not be adequate.
3.3.5

Visualisation of Numerical Data

(L. Bækmark, J.P. Lynov, and P. Michelsen)
The visualisation program FRAME described last year was further developed
and implemented on the new HP-735 workstation. The purpose of the program,
which is based on the UNIRAS graphical system, is to make the data visualisation
process easy and flexible for the user. The program is made for visualisation of a
time sequence of two-dimensional Row data, but can be used for all kinds of 2D or
3D data sets. A collection of transformation subroutines was developed to provide
the possibility of transforming the input data before the visual presentation. The
input flow data may be, e.g., Fourier or Chebyshev modes, and can, after the
relevant inverse transformation, be presented in configuration space. The screen
and hardcopy presentation consist of a number of plots (contour, surface, etc.) each
placed in a spreadsheet system of rows and columns. After transformations and
processing new data files may be produced: (a) unipict files for further processing
and layout adjustments with the UNICDIT program, (b) targa files for video
animation of longtime sequences or for dias production, and (c) HDF-files to be
used with the NCSA Ximage/Collage program for direct animation on screen.
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Examples of output may be found in other contributions of this report.
3.3.6

A Phase Screen Approach to Coherent Scattering in Fluids

(R.V. Edwards (Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio, USA), L. Lading, and V.O. Jensen)
Laser anemometry (veiocimetry) based on particle scattering is well established.
However, in certain fluids particles cannot be present. This is, eg., the case in a
fusion plasma. In such systems it may be possible to measure transport properties
of large-scale fluctuations on the basis of light scattering/diffraction from smallscale structures converted by the larger scales1*. We have adapted a phase screen
approach to the analysis of such systems. A two-point correlation scheme has
been devised that allows for a better spatial selectivity than conventional reference
beam Doppler systems. The concept is based on a combination of time-of-flight
and Doppler systems with reference beam detection. The principle may make it
possible to separate different types of waves that generate turbulence.
1) Truck, A. et al. (1992). "ALTAIR": An infrared laser diagnostic on the TORE
SUPRA Tokamak", Rev. Sci. Instrum. 63, 3716-3724.
3.3.7

Experimental Investigation of Edge Localised Modes in JET

(A. Lindholm Cotton)
Tokamak plasmas are known to exist in two different modes: an L-mode with low
confinement and an //-mode with high confinement. When in an //-mode it is
known that edge localised modes (ELMs) can occur on the surface of the plasma.
These ELMs tend to increase the particle losses from the plasma. In general,
ELMs should therefore be avoided, but controlling their appearance might give
the possibility of controlling the plasma density.
The aim of the investigation was to examine the nature of ELMs occurring in
the JET plasma with the purpose of finding ways to predict and control their
appearance. The main findings during the work are:
- The development of temperature and density profiles in an //-mode plasma
is studied.
- The changes in temperature and density profiles during ELMs are measured.
- The level of fluctuations during ELMs is measured.
- The repetition frequency of the occurrence of ELMs in a newly formed Hmode plasma is determined.
- Characteristic orbits in a temperature-density plot during ELMs are found
(see Fig. 1)
The main conclusion from the work is that it is very likely that it will be possible to find ways to control and master the occurrence of ELMs in the JET plasma
to such a degree that they can be used as a tool for controlling the profile of the
plasma density and temperature and thereby keep the plasma in the //-mode for
a long time. Much more exploratory work has, however, to be carried through to
reach that goal.
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Figure 1. The trajectory in n-T space during the H-mode and the ELMs period
afterwards for five discharges with varying gas fuelling rate and similar heating
power.
3.3.8

Magnetic Stresses in Ideal M H D Plasmas

(V.O. Jensen)
A comprehensive study of the advantages of using magnetic stresses for determining steady state equilibria of ideal MHD plasmas has been undertaken. The basic
equations are:
the force density equation, j x B = Vp,

(1)

the Maxwell equations, V x B = fij

(2)

and V • B = 0.

Although the magnetic force densities given by the left-hand side term in Eq. (1)
are volume forces, it appears that the resulting force on any finite volume element
in a plasma can always be calculated by integrating magnetic stresses and particle
pressures over the surface of the element. Equilibrium then requires the resulting
forces to vanish. Expressions are derived for the various stresses that transmit
forces through a surface element, see Fig. 1. Clearly, it is advantageous to choose,
whenever possible, volumes with surfaces that are either parallel or perpendicular
to the magnetic lines of force. For such surfaces the magnetic stresses are reduced
to an isotropic compressive stress, B 3 /2/i«, and a tensile stress, B2/(i„ acting
parallel to the field lines.
The main purpose of this study is to demonstrate that magnetic stresses offer an
alternative and simple method to calculate equilibrium conditions for ideal MHD
plasmas. The method has the advantage of offering a simple, physical interpretation of the various terms encountered in the calculations. It also facilitates an
assessment of the approximations used in the derivations. Finally, the improved
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physical understanding facilitates a quick assessment of the impact on the plasma
of imposed changes in the confining field.
In this work conditions for equilibria of axisymmetric toroidal plasmas are reconsidered. It is shown that a purely toroidal magnetic field can prevent a plasma
from expanding in the direction of the minor radius only at the expense of an
expansion in the direction of the major radius which is twice as fast as it would
have been without the toroidal field. The virial theorem is rederived and discussed
in terms of the magnetic stresses. Finally, the Grad-Shafranov shift is rederived,
and all the terms in the expression for the shift are explained in terms of magnetic
stresses.

Surface
element ds
Active stresses
Shear:

B^B±/fi0 [

Tensile:

Bi/{t0

[

Compressive:

B7/2fi0

[

Particle pressure : p

[

Figure 1. Active stresses acting on a surface element ds. n is a unit vector normal
to ds. The forces are transmitted through da to the volume behind ds. The directions
of the various forces are indicated in the brackets with arrows and given in vector
expressions.

4 Pellet Injectors for Fusion
Experiments
4.1

Introduction

A pellet injector which can inject frozen fuel pellets into fusion plasmas has been
developed over the last years. The department has offered to build injectors for
fusion laboratories on commercial terms. During 1993 the work has been concentrated on the construction of two systems for the Italien fusion experiments FTU
in Frascati and RFX in Padova.
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4.1.1 Construction of Multishot Pellet Injectors for FTU, Frascati,
and RFX, Padova
(H. Sørensen, A. Michelsen, B. Sass, K-V. Weisberg, and J. Bundgaard* ('Engineering
and Computer Department))
The multishot pellet injector systems developed at Risø have the following main
characteristics:
- Eight pellets units.
- Pneumatic acceleration, fast valve, high pressure reservoir.
- In situ pellet condensation.
- Velocities ~500 to ~1500 m/s.
- D2 and H2 pellets, 5 • 1018 to 4 • 1020 atoms/pellet.
- Mass and velocity measured in flight.
- High reproducibility:
• mass ±10%,
• velocity ±3%,
• angle scatter ~ 0.025".
- Minimum driver gas into the plasma.
- Low liquid He consumption (*» 4l/h).
During the period from the spring of 1992 to the end of 1993 a multishot pellet
injector for FTU was built, tested, and delivered to Frascati in December 1993.
During the construction improvements were made and various unexpected problems were met and solved:
- A state machine control is installed as an improvement relative to the earlier
used automatic operation which was based on a simple PLC.
- The injector system can fire two pellet sizes H2 and D 2 : six pellets with 1 1020
atoms/pellet and two pellets with 2 • 1020 atoms/pellet. Unexpected problems
in obtaining these pellet sizes were solved.
- Finally, the uplining of the gun barrels caused unexpected problems partly
due to contamination of pellet gas. Some of the contamination problems were
solved by changing operation procedures. An improved alignment system for
the barrels was introduced. These problems caused a delay of nearly four
months of the acceptance test.
Parallel with the work on the FTU injector nearly all parts for the RFX injector
have been procured and the assembling of this injector was started in December
1993. The injector is scheduled to be delivered in Padova in May 1994.
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